eBeaches Locational Data Review Tool
The Beach program uses PRAWN to store beach location data (latitude and longitude),
and the Reach Address Database (RAD) to generate nationally-normalized beach lengths
for use in the Beach Program Grant allotment formula. (The methodology is explained in
https://www.epa.gov/beach-tech/submitting-beach-data-epa) The eBeaches locational data
review tool allows you to view your beach data mapped to the 1:100,000 scale National
Hydrography dataset. You can use this review tool to verify the accuracy of the length
and location of beaches that have been mapped to the NHD.
This user guide will show you step by step how to review your beach data. You will also
be provided with tips and tricks to make the review and comment process more efficient.

Introduction
The eBeaches Locational Data Review Tool contains a map with a table underneath. The
table contains information from PRAWN on the beach in the map.
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What’s in the Map?
The map contains tools that allow you to pan, zoom, measure and view satellite imagery.
The image below shows the tools available on the map. When working in the map, the
tool that is highlighted in light blue is active. A description of each of the tools is below
the map.

The Pan tool allows you to click on the map and then drag it around to get a better view
of your beach. The zoom tool allows you to draw a rectangle area to zoom in closer to an
area of interest. The measure tool allows you to measure a beach by clicking points
connected by a line following the shoreline. The results of the measure tool are displayed
in the lower left-hand corner of the map.

Map Layers
The map layers are displayed when you click on the plus
sign located in the upper right-hand corner of the map (see
graphic above). The eBeach Locational Data Review Tool
opens with Microsoft Virtual Earth Hybrid (circle radio
button with dot), the checked NHD and the Mapped events
as the base layers. You can choose to look at Google
physical, streets, satellite and hybrid images as well. To
select or deselect a layer click the radio button next to the
layer name. To hide the layer list from view, click the
minus sign in the upper right hand corner of the blue box.
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Main Map Table
The table below the map contains additional information on the beaches. A description
of the column is given below the graphic. You can also use this table to zoom to the
beach that you want to review. The row highlighted in blue will be the beach that is
displayed in the map.

Entity ID: This is the EPA Beach ID that is found in PRAWN.
Beach Name: Name of the beach as submitted to PRAWN.
County: County the beach is located in as submitted to PRAWN.
Type: L = Line, this mean the beach was mapped/indexed to NHD. NA=Not
Applicable, this means the beach could not be indexed to NHD.
Reporting Year: Beach season year.
Reported Miles: Length of the beach in Miles as submitted to PRAWN.
NHD Miles: Length of the beach calculated from the NHD.
Diff: Difference between Reported Miles and the NHD Miles.
The columns can be sorted in ascending and descending order by clicking on the column
name.
The last row of the main map table shows the number of “unique entities” which is just
the number of beaches submitted to PRAWN. The total reported miles and NHD miles is
also given.
There is also another table under the Main Map table:

This is the PRAWN Details table. It displays additional information from PRAWN for a
selected beach.
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How is my beach displayed on the map?
Beaches are displayed in the mapping tool as a solid purple line. The NHD is represented
by a blue line. The latitude and longitude points are represented by the yellow dots with
purple circles.

How to Complete the Review
Now that you are familiar with the review tool and its functionality, you’re ready to begin
reviewing beaches. The ebeaches Locational Data Review Tool will be sent to you via
email as an attachment along with an Excel table that can be used to collect information
during your review. You will send the Excel table back to RTI with your review
comments.
The review should focus on fixing beaches with the greatest discrepancy between
Reported Miles and NHD Miles. Try not to focus on beaches with small discrepancies.
Remember that NHD miles will be used for the allotment formula, and that the NHD mile
value will determine which “bin” (quintile) your jurisdiction is in (see full explanation in
the Location SOP cited above).
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Comments Table
The comments table will look like the table under the map in the review tool except that
it will have extra columns for comments and any new “start” and “End”
latitude/longitude data.

Starting the review
To open the review tool, double click on the State.html file provided to you via email.
The tool will work with both IE and Firefox. The beaches will be sorted by the Diff
column by default. A good way to start the review would be to investigate the beaches
with the greatest discrepancies. In the example shown below, we see that the Fiddlers
Green Association Beach shows a significant difference between reported miles and
NHD miles (18.93).
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Let’s say that you know just from looking at the map that one of the end points for this
beach is wrong. You know that this is supposed to be a small beach located by Caumsett
State Park.
Use the tool to provide a new Latitude and Longitude end point for the Fiddlers Green
Association Beach. Let’s say you know this beach’s start point is ok, but it’s supposed to
end at oakwood drive. Use the directions below to gather the new endpoint.
1) Zoom into the area near Caumsett State Park.
2) Place your curser at the end of Oakwood Drive.
3) The lat/long for this point is displayed below the map.
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4) Type the new latitude/longitude point in the beach comments spreadsheet.

(Note: where NA appears in the table under the map, you may need to use this approach
to identify beach endpoints and/or provide L/L data).
Let’s look at another type of mapping error. For this example, we’ll also use the Virtual
Earth Roads layer. This one has to do with the limitations of NHD. NHD does not
always cover barrier islands, as is illustrated in the graphic below.
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This beach, Quogue Beach Club, was indexed to the NHD for the Bay instead of on the
barrier island. This situation can be fixed by RTI. In this case making a screen capture
of the beach and marking it up in PowerPoint would be the best way for us to see how to
fix this.
1) To make a screen capture, press the ctrl, alt and print screen buttons at the same
time.
2) Open PowerPoint and from the Edit menu, chose paste. A graphic of the beach
review tool should appear on the screen. (Note: you may need to resize the
graphic to fit on the slide by clicking on it to get the drag arrow and dragging a
corner and/or sides)

3) Now you can use the drawing and editing tools in PowerPoint to draw a line
between the end point circles on the map. (See bottom left, the line symbol to the
right of “Auto Shapes”; and the text box to the right of the oval).
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4) In the beach comment table, write a short description of how the issue should be
resolved and note that a graphic of how the change should be made is attached.

Once you have reviewed your beaches with the greatest length differences and filled out
the Beach Comments table, send the table and any supporting graphics (i.e. PowerPoint
slides, jpgs, etc) to Kibri Everett at keverett@rti.org.
If you need help with the review tool, please also email Kibri Everett.
If you have policy questions about what beaches should have locational data, please
contact Bill Kramer, kramer.bill@epamail.epa.gov or 202-566-0385.
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